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Actual:Actual:Actual:Actual:        53.453.453.453.4    

Previous: 53.9 

Consensus: 53.9 

Berenberg: 54.0 

 

With a weakening Germany and a somewhat improved France at its core, With a weakening Germany and a somewhat improved France at its core, With a weakening Germany and a somewhat improved France at its core, With a weakening Germany and a somewhat improved France at its core, Eurozone economic sentiment 

edged down a little in May. The composite output PMI fell from 53.9 to 53.4. That still leaves the average level of 

the index in the first two months of Q2 at 53.7, a touch higher than the 53.4 in Q1, when the economy expanded 

by 0.4% qoq. The more domestic-oriented services sector weakened from 54.1 to 53.3, while the export-oriented 

manufacturing sector firmed a little to 52.3. That could suggest that the rebound in the oil price, which has risen 

by €13 since the January trough, is limiting consumers’ momentum, while exporters enjoy the competitiveness 

boost from the weaker euro with a lag. Growth drivers for the Eurozone may thus be shifting a bit away from 

consumption towards exports and investment, but overall the tailwinds remain strong- The Eurozone remains on 

track for roughly trend growth just below 2% annualised in the coming quarters. That is corroborated by the fact 

that even reform laggard France’s PMIs improved from low levels, while the periphery-dominated non-German 

rest of the Eurozone continued to grow nicely with their composite PMI above 55. An impact of the Greek crisis is 

still not discernible in those countries presumably most at risk of contagion. 

 

The only real weak spot in May was GermanyThe only real weak spot in May was GermanyThe only real weak spot in May was GermanyThe only real weak spot in May was Germany. Its economy has some idiosyncratic problems to deal with, alt-

hough most are probably temporary and growth continued at a moderate pace anyway. Europe’s biggest exporter 

is more affected than others by the growth weakness in the US and China. In addition, German businesses tend to 

react more sensitively to sources of uncertainty such as the Greek situation than others. However, Germany’s 

manufacturing PMI actually dipped less (-0.7 points to 51.4) than the more domestic-oriented services sector, 

where the PMI fell from 54.0 to 52.9 in May. That points to home-made problems. A number of high-profile 

strikes of train drivers and nursery staff potentially could signal increased labour market and thus longer-term 

cost pressures for the economy. The bureaucratic national minimum wage since the beginning of the year may 

also hurt. We do not expect this German weakness to persist, with some hope that the long-lasting train driver 

strike may be about to come to an end and wage settlements in Germany so far remaining moderate. 
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Chart: Chart: Chart: Chart: EEEEurozone on track for near 2% growthurozone on track for near 2% growthurozone on track for near 2% growthurozone on track for near 2% growth    

 
Sources: Eurostat, Markit 

 

Eurozone PMI 

 

Index level MAYMAYMAYMAY    APRAPRAPRAPR    MARMARMARMAR    FEBFEBFEBFEB    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    

EurozoneEurozoneEurozoneEurozone          

Composite 53.4 53.9 54.0 53.3 52.6 51.4 

Services 53.3 54.1 54.2 53.7 52.7 51.6 

Manufacturing 52.3 52.0 52.2 51.0 51.0 50.6 

GermanyGermanyGermanyGermany          

Manufacturing 51.4 52.1 52.8 51.1 50.9 51.2 

Services 52.9 54.0 55.4 54.7 54.0 52.1 

FranceFranceFranceFrance          

Manufacturing 49.3 48.0 48.8 47.6 49.2 47.5 

Services 51.6 51.4 52.4 53.4 49.4 50.6 
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